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Architecture

CPU/MEMORY
15 Nodes (01-15) :
40 Processors(E7) - 320GB Ram
3 Nodes (16-18) :
32 Processors(E7/Core i7) – 512GB Ram
2 Nodes GPU (geryon2-gpu01 – geryon2-gpu02)> : 24 Proc (E5/Core i7) - 100GB RAM
6x Tesla M2090 (6GB ram each – 512 cuda cores) : 36GB GPU RAM ECC ; 3072 CUDA cores
STORAGE: 55TB «/fast_scratchX» Fast disks ; 280TB standard disk «/dataXX»
NETWORK: Mellanox Infiniband QDR 40Gb/s

Software
• CentOS 7 linux distribution
• Torque/Maui Resource manager and Cluster Scheduler
• Several libraries which can be loaded dynamically using the module system
• Compilers: gnu, openmpi, intel MPI & ifort

• Python 2.7 & 3 + most science packages
• CUDA Toolkit 8.0
• No graphical interface – usage with terminal (tcsh/bash shells)

Accounts/Access
Accounts:
Available for astronomy research from Chilean universities
Request  Email geryon.support @ astro.puc.cl
Access: (using any linux terminal via ssh)
-From IA-PUC network  direct access «ssh geryon2»
-Remote with IA-PUC mail account  through black.astro.puc.cl
-Remote from other universities  request to enable a static ip to geryon support
-Remote from home  only using tunnel or vpn from enabled static ip machine

Support

Login: soporte
password: soporteDAA

Wiki

Questions
1. Software/libraries needed?
Cluster stable realeses vs user oriented SO
Binary packages for centos?
Compile from source?
2. Processors and memory needed?
3. Does my code scale?

4. Which kind of parallelization is required?
Shared/distributed memory?
Fit in a single node?
If distributed, communication rate?
5. Disk intensity and size?
Should i use fast disks?

Shared memory/Distributed memory apps
Shared Memory: Is a system with the architecture where all
processors have direct access to a common physical memory.
-Changes in memory made by one processor are visible by the
others. Easy communication and programming.
-Fast data sharing due proximity of memory to CPUs
-Lack of scalability between memory and CPUs
-Examples: Python threads, openMP, pthreads
Distributed memory: Memory is local for each cpu, and
require a network for communication.
-Memory scale with number of cpus.
-Each processor have exclusive fast access to own
memory
-Communication scheme is responsibility of the
programmer
-Network speed usually slower than a local data bus.
-Examples: Python mpi4py, MPI

Typical computer clusters are a combination of these architectures.

Queue System
qsub

Submit a job

qdel

Delete a batch job

qstat

Show status of batch jobs

qalter

Alter a batch job

pbsnodes

List the status and attributes of all nodes in the
cluster

Front end
(qsub job.sh)

Resource Manager allocate
job if available nodes/procs
(showq, .o .e files)

Finish or Walltime elapsed
(just dissapear from queue)

Compilation / Modules
Modules can be loaded dynamically:
module avail
module purge <module_name>
module load <module_name>

Codes should not be compiled in the front-end since it has a different configuration!
Modules must be loaded inside the script
Codes must be compiled inside the script
GNU compilers (gcc, cc, gfortran,g++) are loaded by default
Loading pyhton-2.7.6 enables al python installed packages
Other essential libraries can be installed on request, otherwise you can install
specific/custom libraries in your home account.

Intel Compilers
We provide the intel compilers from intel Parallel Studio.
They work better in frotran codes and in general show a ~5-10% increment
in performance compared to GNU compilers.

Examples:

GNU serial code: Just compile (gcc); may load gsl_gnu hdf5-serial (or use gcc-4.9.2)
GNU MPI code: openmpi-1.10.4 (mpicc)
(optional modules) gsl_gnu hdf5-parallel fftw2_gnu fftw3_gnu
Intel serial/parallel:
Module load intel (icc, ifort, mpiicc )
Source /opt/inte/bin/compilevars.csh (or .sh depending on shell)
(optional modules) gsl_intel hdf5-parallel fftw2_intel fftw3_intel

Rules: processors /parallel jobs /time
• 120 processes per user. Notice that some threaded programs such some
python modules use several threads, so the user must know in advance the
peak usage of his application and request the peak number of threads in the
job script to avoid node saturation.
• If your code use few processes but large memory, request a number of cores
proportional to the maximum node memory. I.e. 160GB memory needed so
ask for a single node and 20 processors (1node = 40 proc = 320GB ram)
• The cluster is oriented for parallel jobs, single/serial codes should be run in the
old geryon cluster or your local machine
• Never use your home directory for data storage. It should be used for codes
and small files. Users should not go over 20GB. For large data storage use /data
or /fast_scratch drives.
• All jobs must set «Walltime» parameter to up to 6 days.
• For larger jobs, user must open a ticket requesting special time allocation.

Rules /disk utilization

Disk drives are visible from all nodes.
fast_scratchX: these are fast disk drives to process temporary data or/and intensive
read/write operations. For storage you should move to /data drives
dataX: storage standard drives
Advice : use binary files, avoid large ascii tables, use absolute path

Job script example
Job configuration (PBS)

scripts start from home directory

Launch job: qsub job.sh
Available queues (use –q <queue>)

batch, nlhpc-uc, newton

Monitor job showq

Job ID

Error/output files
Launch Job: qsub job.sh
Standard Output and Standard Error are writen in files located in your home
director named <jobname>_<job_ID>.o and <jobname>_<job_ID>.e

Job location: pbstop pbsnodes

Monitor inside nodes: memory and cores
Use pbsnodes or pbstop to know in wich nodes your job is running
Then log into the node ssh geryon2_XX and use «top» command

Python modules

Rules: common sense
• Keep home directory small (<20GB)
• Never use front-end for computation, only to launch jobs, edit files,
transfer files
• Never run programs without queue system
• Never ask for fewer processors than required by the code
• Try to set a good an minimal proxy of your expected «Walltime» so people
waiting in the queue organize better their times.
• Dossificate data intensive task, to avoid disk collapse, this is the main
bottleneck
• Use always the ticket system for questions/requests. (not by email)
• Check regularly your job, sometimes thing go wrong
• Clean-up your old data

Trick: interactive mode
Sometimes for compilation and starting tests, it is easier to use interactive mode:

qsub –I nodes=1:ppn=16 –n interactive_test
It will return you a console inside the job script, after finish just write ‘exit’

Never use interactive mode for tests larger than ~30 minutes!!!

GPU NODES
CUDA - TESLA M2090 – Capability 2.0 only (sm20) – no queue
Example: Image convolutions.
Most image processing in astronomy is made using cpu (IRAF, SExtractor)
CUDA performs 2D Fast Fourier transforms
10x – 100x faster than CPU in a medium tier card
(Check for CuFFT and FFTW)

FFT Execution time

CPU

GPU

4K image

~1 s

30ms

Gigapixel image

~200 s

1s

Usage stats
Statistics from Jan 1 2016 to Oct 3 2016. Only general Queue
Active/Inactive days: 259 / 15
Jobs cola general=
6607
Jobs nlhpc-uc=
382
Average NP by job: 15.7294
Average NP daily:
379.285
Mean cpu_hours per job:
197.652
Total Cpu hours: 1.30589e+06
Cluster usage (%): 43.7677 (~60% entire 2016)
Number of users:
36
Average Njob daily: 24.1
Average Njob per user: 183.5

Now we have 4 more nodes
And ~50 users

Top Users
rank name cpuhours jobs <np> %usage
1 adunhill 219928 233 14.8 16.8
2 jutreras 215121 895 12.5 16.5
3 ptissera 190116 23 85.2 14.6
4 ldelvall 169161 42 60.0 13.0
5 epaillas 120046 279 42.4 9.2
6 dcaldero 88502 124 40.0 6.8
7 lbignone 86781 45 31.8 6.6
8 jpprieto 78557 1093 15.7 6.0
9 faros 52050 179 77.3 4.0
10 npadilla 47098 99 87.2 3.6
11 cnvega 6784 345 1.6 0.5
12 apapageo 6495 18 25.0 0.5
13 rnikutta 5295 108 35.3 0.4
14 ncuello 5217 28 8.3 0.4
15 akulier 4333 1349 7.8 0.3
16 ialacern 2347 494 1.0 0.2
17 fgarrido 2323 201 6.0 0.2
18 abaushev 1208 27 40.0 0.1
19 regonzar 1102 81 69.6 0.1
20 molivare
688 69 11.3 0.1

Publication stats and acknowledge please
68 ADS articles (16 last year)
NLHPC only double the number of article (astro/phys/mat) than geryon but is 5
times larger
Never forget to acknowledge Geryon in your publications:

